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Abstract

As computer infrastructures become more complex, se-
curity models must provide means to handle more flexible
and dynamic requirements. In the Organization Based Ac-
cess Control (Or-BAC) model, it is possible to express such
requirements using the notion of context. In Or-BAC, each
privilege (permission or obligation or prohibition) only ap-
plies in a given context. A context is viewed as an extra
condition that must be satisfied to activate a given privi-
lege. In this paper, we present a taxonomy of different types
of context and investigate the data the information system
must manage in order to deal with these different contexts.
We then explain how to model them in the Or-BAC model.

1. Introduction

Current computer infrastructure are becoming more and
more complex and difficult to manage securely. It does
no longer correspond to monolithic architecture but instead
must manage a set of virtual communities that want to inter-
operate and share resources. A virtual community is a com-
position of heterogeneous and independently designed and
managed sub-organizations. When setting up security poli-
cies of new communities, it is necessary to identify partic-
ipant roles. Thus, a security policy model like Role Based
Access Control (RBAC) model [21] provides concepts that
are useful in this area.

However, such security policies must also be adapted to
deal with new requirements; rules in these policies are no
longer static but dynamic, depending on the context. They
must be also self-adaptive with respect to temporal condi-
tions, user’s location, user’s previous behavior, etc. Dif-
ferent organizations involved in a virtual community must
be able to express their own policies. As a consequence, a
suited security policy model must be able to manage these
different policies within a single framework. Classical ac-
cess control models [3, 13, 21] are not sufficiently flexible
to specify such context-dependant requirements.

In this paper, we show how the Organization Based Ac-
cess Control (Or-BAC) model [17] is useful to deal with
some of these new requirements. In Or-BAC, the access
control policy does not directly apply to subject, action and
object. Instead, it defines permissions (or obligations or
prohibitions) that applies within anorganizationto control
theactivitiesperformed byrolesonviews. For instance, the
policy might specify that rolephysicianhas permission to
perform activityconsulton viewmedical record. This fits
to specify static permissions. However, the Or-BAC model
also allows the administrators to specify more complex dy-
namic permissions since one can consider that each permis-
sion only applies in some givencontexts.

Our objective is to further investigate this notion of con-
text. To activate a given access control rule, the subject, the
action and the object must separately satisfy some condi-
tions. In the Or-BAC model, these conditions are that the
subject must be assigned to a given role, the object must be
used in a given view and the action must partake in some
activity. Besides these conditions, there are extra condi-
tions that must be satisfied to activate an access control rule.
These extra conditions may be related to very different no-
tions, such as temporal or spatial requirements. We call con-
text, such extra conditions. In the following, we first inves-
tigate what kind of information a given information system
must manage to provide means to deal with contextual con-
ditions. Based on this analysis, we present several types of
context – temporal, spatial, prerequisite, user-declaredand
provisional contexts – and explain how to model them in
the Or-BAC model. As far as we know, this is the first time
such different contexts are expressed within a unique access
control model.

The remainder of this paper is organized as following.
Section 2 recalls the Or-BAC model. Section 3 presents a
taxonomy of different types of context and how to model
them in the Or-BAC model. Section 4 provides a compari-
son with related work. Finally, section 5 concludes the pa-
per.



2. Or-BAC model

2.1. Preamble

The final objective of an access control policy is to
specify the privileges (permissions, obligations or pro-
hibitions) that control theactions performed by sub-
jects on objects. Using a logical notation, this might
be represented by a set of facts having the follow-
ing forms: Is permitted(s, α, o), Is obliged(s, α, o) or
Is prohibited(s, α, o). These facts mean that a given sub-
ject s is permitted (resp. obliged or prohibited) to perform
a given actionα on a given objecto. For instance, the fact
Is permitted(John, read, Paul medical record) speci-
fies that John is permitted to read Paul’s medical record.

However, enumerating all these facts is a quite fastidious
and difficult to manage task. In particular, each time a new
subject, or a new object, or a new action is created, it is nec-
essary to explicitly insert new facts specifying the privileges
associated with this new subject, object or action.

To simplify management of access control policy, rule
based language have been proposed [16, 8, 12]. Using a
rule based language, an access control policy is represented
by a set of rules having the following forms:

• ∀s, ∀α, ∀o, (Condition → Is permitted(s, α, o))
• ∀s, ∀α, ∀o, (Condition → Is obliged(s, α, o))
• ∀s, ∀α, ∀o, (Condition → Is prohibited(s, α, o))

meaning that, for every subjects, actionα and objecto, if
a given condition is satisfied1, then subjects is permitted
(resp. obliged or prohibited) to perform actionα on object
o.

Let us now further analyze the structure ofCondition

in the above rules. We suggest structuringCondition as
following:

cond subject(s)∧ cond action(α)∧ cond object(o)∧
constraint(s, α, o)

wherecond subject(s), cond action(α) and
cond object(o) are respectively the conditions the subject
s, the actionα and the objecto must separately satisfy so
that the corresponding rule applies.constraint(s, α, o) is
an additional condition that joins subjects, actionα and
objecto. Satisfying the constraint is necessary to activate
the rule.

For instance, let us consider the rule “a physician
is permitted to consult his or her patient’s medical
record”. In this case,cond subject(s), cond action(α)
andcond object(o) respectively correspond to the condi-
tions thats is a physician,α is an action of consulting ando
is a medical record.constraint(s, α, o) is a condition that
joins subjects and objecto (in this example, actionα is ab-
sent from the constraint), namelyo must be a record ofs’s
patient.

1Of course, this condition changes from one rule to another.

We shall now present Or-BAC and explain how to
modelcond subject(s), cond action(α), cond object(o)
andconstraint(s, α, o). For this purpose, we need first to
present basic entities of the Or-BAC model.

2.2. Basic concepts of Or-BAC

The central entity in Or-BAC is the entity
Organization. Roughly speaking, an organization
can be seen as an organized group of subjects, playing
some role or other. Notice that a group of subjects does not
necessarily correspond to an organization. More precisely,
the fact that each subject plays a role in the organization
corresponds to some agreement between the subjects to
form an organization.

In Or-BAC, subject, action and object are respectively
abstracted into role, activity and view. A view corresponds
to a set of objects that satisfy a common property. Similarly,
an activity regroups actions that partake of the same prin-
ciples. Finally, privileges only apply in specificcontext.
Examples of context may beNight, Working-Hoursor Ur-
gency(see section 3 for further details about the context
definition).

Therefore, in Or-BAC, there are eight basic sets of enti-
ties:Org (a set of organizations),S (a set of subjects),A (a
set of actions),O (a set of objects),R (a set of roles),A (a
set of activities),V (a set of views) andC (a set of contexts).

We assume thatOrg ⊆ S (that is any organization is a
subject) and thatS ⊆ O (that is any subject is an object).

Any entities in the Or-BAC model may have some at-
tributes. This is represented by functions that associate the
entities with the value of these attributes. For instance,
if s is a subject, thenname(s) represents the name ofs,
address(s) its address, etc.

2.3. Modelling the organization components

In Or-BAC, cond subject(s), cond object(o) and
cond action(α) respectively correspond to conditions
specifying that, in a given organization, a subject is empow-
ered in a role, an object is used into a view and an action
falls within an activity. This is represented by the following
relationships:

• Empower is a relation over domainsOrg × S ×R.

If org is an organization,s a subject andr a role, then
Empower(org, s, r) means thatorg empowers subjects in
role r. Unlike the TMAC model [22] or the RBAC model
[21] which consider binary relations between organizations
and subjects or between subjects and roles, notice that our
model consider a ternary relation between organizations,
subjects and roles. This is useful to model situations where
a given subject plays several roles but in different organiza-
tions.

• Use is a relation over domainsOrg × O × V .
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If org is an organization,o is an object andv is a view,
thenUse(org, o, v) means thatorg uses objecto in view v.
This ternary relation is useful to characterize organizations
that give different definitions to the same view. For instance,
take the case of the view “medical record” defined in Purpan
hospital as a set of Word documents and defined in Rangueil
hospital as a set of tuples in a relational database.

• Consider is a relation over domainsOrg × A ×A.

If org is an organization,α is an action anda is an ac-
tivity, then Consider(org, α, a) means thatorg considers
that actionα falls within the activitya. SinceConsider is
a ternary relation, different organizations may decide that
the same action comes under distinct activities or that dif-
ferent actions come under the same activity. For instance,
activity “consulting” corresponds, in Purpan hospital, toan
action “read” that can be ran on data files whereas it corre-
sponds, in Rangueil hospital, to action “select” that can be
performed on relational databases.

2.4. Context definition

In section 2.1, we introduce the predicate
Constraint(s, α, o) to model extra conditions a sub-
ject, an action and an object must satisfy to activate an
access control rule. In Or-BAC, these extra conditions are
modelled through the notion ofcontext. Each context
has a name and its definition depends on the organization.
Notice that we use the term “context” in a broad sense since
it actually corresponds to any constraint that joins a subject,
an action and an object2. For instance, in the health care
domain, the entityContext will cover circumstances such
as “urgency”, “medical research”, “attending physician”,
etc. EntitiesOrganization, Subject, Object, Action and
Context are linked together by the relationshipDefine:

•Define is a relation over domainsOrg×S×A×O×C.

If org is an organization,s a subject,α an action,o an
object andc a context, thenDefine(org, s, α, o, c) means
that within organizationorg, contextc holds between sub-
jects, actionα and objecto.

The conditions required for a given context to be linked,
within a given organization, to subjects, objects and actions
will be formally specified by logical rules. For instance,
contextAttendingphysicianmay be defined as follows:

• ∀s ∈ S, ∀α ∈ A, ∀o ∈ O,

(Define(H1, s, α, o, Attending physician)
↔ name(o) ∈ patient(s))

that is, in hospitalH1, the context “attending physician”
holds between subjects, actionα and objecto if and only if
o is a record corresponding to a patient of subjects.

We also consider conjunctive, disjunctive and negative

2Constraints do not apply systematically to all the parameters. For in-
stance, we may have constraints that simply join subject andobject or even
constraints that are simply related to subject.

contexts. For this purpose, we introduce functions&, ⊕
and .̄ If c1 and c2 are two contexts, then&(c1, c2) is a
conjunctive contexts,⊕(c1, c2) is a disjunctive context and
c1 is a negative context. We shall use the infix notations
c1&c2 andc1 ⊕ c2 in place of the prefix notations&(c1, c2)
and⊕(c1, c2). These composed contexts are defined by the
following rules:

• ∀org ∈ Org, ∀s ∈ S, ∀α ∈ A, ∀o ∈ O, ∀c1 ∈ C, ∀c2 ∈ C,

(Define(org, s, α, o, c1&c2) ↔
Define(org, s, α, o, c1) ∧ Define(org, s, α, o, c2))

• ∀org ∈ Org, ∀s ∈ S, ∀α ∈ A, ∀o ∈ O, ∀c1 ∈ C, ∀c2 ∈ C,

(Define(org, s, α, o, c1 ⊕ c2) ↔
Define(org, s, α, o, c1) ∨ Define(org, s, α, o, c2))

• ∀org ∈ Org, ∀s ∈ S, ∀α ∈ A, ∀o ∈ O, ∀c ∈ C,

(Define(org, s, α, o, c) ↔ ¬Define(org, s, α, o, c))

Modelling various types of context will be further ana-
lyzed in section 3.

2.5. Policy definition

Using the materials presented in the previous sections,
theCondition expression introduced in section 2.1 corre-
sponds in the Or-BAC model to formulas having the follow-
ing form:

Empower(org, s, r) ∧ Use(org, o, v)∧
Consider(org, α, a) ∧ Define(org, s, α, o, c)

wheres, o andα are variables corresponding respectively
to a subject, an object and an action andorg, r, v, a andc

are constants corresponding respectively to an organization,
a role, a view, an activity and a concept. For instance, the
rule “in hospitalH , a physician is permitted to consult his
or her patient’s medical record” may be represented by a
rule having the following form:

• ∀s ∈ S, ∀α ∈ A, ∀o ∈ O,

(Condition → Is permitted(s, α, o))

where,Condition is the following formula:

Empower(H, s, Physician)∧
Use(H, o, Medical record)∧
Consider(H, α, Consult)∧
Define(H, s, α, o, Attending physician)

However, this is not exactly the way an access control
policy is specified in the Or-BAC model. In Or-BAC, we
go one step further by considering that the access control
policy does not directly apply to subject, action and object.
Instead, the access control policy is specified using the re-
lationshipPermission, Obligation andProhibition de-
fined as follows:

• Permission, Obligation andProhibition are rela-
tions over domainsOrg ×R×A× V × C
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If org is an organization,r a role,a an activity,v a view
and c a context thenPermission(org, r, a, v, c) (resp.
Obligation(org, r, a, v, c) or Prohibition(org, r, a, v, c))
means that in organizationorg role r is granted permission
(resp. obligation or prohibition) to perform activitya on
view v within contextc.

The relationships Permission, Obligation and
Prohibition enable a given organization to specify permis-
sions, obligations and prohibitions between roles, activities
and views in a given context. Now, triples that are instances
of the relationshipIs−permitted are logically derived
from permissions granted to roles, views and activities by
the relationshipPermission. This is modelled by the
following general rule3:

• ∀org ∈ Org, ∀s ∈ S, ∀o ∈ O, ∀α ∈ A, ∀r ∈ R, ∀v ∈

V , ∀a ∈ A, ∀c ∈ C,

P ermission(org, r, a, v, c)∧
Empower(org, s, r) ∧ Use(org, o, v)∧
Consider(org, α, a)∧
Define(org, s, α, o, c)

→ Is−permitted(s, α, o)

that is, if organizationorg, within contextc, grants roler
permission to perform activitya on viewv, if org empow-
ers subjects in role r, if org uses objecto in view v, if
org considers that actionα falls within the activitya and if,
within org, the contextc holds betweens, α ando thens is
permitted to performα ono.

2.6. Summary

There are several ways to specify an access control pol-
icy. A first way consists in explicitly enumerating a set of
facts specifying the permissions, obligations and prohibi-
tions of subjects to perform actions on objects. However,
this approach is very difficult to manage. A second way is
to specify a set of rules specifying the conditions that must
be satisfied to derive that subjects are permitted, obliged or
prohibited to perform actions on objects. However, specify-
ing this set of rules is a complex and error prone task.

The Or-BAC model suggests an intermediary approach.
The access control policy is specified by enumerating a set
of facts corresponding to privileges. However, these priv-
ileges do not concern subject, action and object but role,
activity and view. It is no longer necessary to specify a set
of rules. There are simply three general rules that apply in
every circumstance to derive what subjects are permitted,
obliged or prohibited to perform actions on objects.

Notice that in [17], it is suggested to define hierarchies
over roles but also organization, activity and view, and to
associate permission inheritance with these different hierar-
chies. This is modelled as follows:

3Two similar general rules exist to derive instances ofIs
−

Obliged and
Is

−
prohibited from relationshipsObligation andProhibition.

• Sub role, is a relation over domainsOrg ×R×R.

If org is an organization, andr1 andr2 are roles, then
Sub role(org, r1, r2) means that, in organizationorg,
roler1 is a sub-role (also called senior role) of roler2.

• Sub view andSub activity are similarly defined as
relations over domainsOrg×V×V andOrg×A×A.

• Sub organization is a relation over domainsOrg ×

Org.

3. Context in Or-BAC

3.1. The different contexts

As we have just seen, we use contexts to express differ-
ent types of extra conditions or constraints that control acti-
vation of rules expressed in the access control policy. In this
section, we investigate the following contexts (see figure 1)
and show how we model them in Or-BAC:

• The Temporal contextthat depends on the time at
which the subject is requesting for an access to the sys-
tem,

• the Spatial contextthat depends on the subject loca-
tion,

• theUser-declared contextthat depends on the subject
objective (or purpose),

• thePrerequisite contextthat depends on characteristics
that join the subject, the action and the object.

• the Provisional contextthat depends on previous ac-
tions the subject has performed in the system.

We also assume that each organization manages some
information system that stores and manages different types
of information. To control context activation, each informa-
tion system must provide the information required to check
that conditions associated with the context definition are
satisfied or not. The following list gives the kind of infor-
mation related to the contexts we have just mentioned:

• A global clockto check the temporal context,

• thesubject environmentand thesoftware and hardware
architectureto check the spatial context,

• thesubject purposeto check the user-declared context,

• thesystem databaseto check the prerequisite context,

• anhistoryof the action carried out, to check the provi-
sional context.

Figure 1 presents the correspondence between the con-
texts and the required data. If the information system does
not provide some information in this list, then the corre-
sponding context cannot be managed by the access control
policy.
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Figure 1. Context taxonomy and required data

3.2. Temporal context

Principle. With temporal contexts, it should be possible to
express that a given action made by a given user on a given
object is authorized only at a given time or during a given
time interval. The temporal conditions can correspond to a
day of the week, or to a time of the day, etc. For instance,
a physician within an hospital may be allowed to access the
medical record server only during the working hours, that is
between 8:00AM and 19:00PM for example.

To validate a given query for an access, it is necessary
to be able to evaluate the current time. Thus, we assume
that the information system has a clock, and that this clock
can be queried at any time to assess the temporal context of
the query. We consider the entity clock as an object called
GLOBAL CLOCK.

We associate the following attributes to
GLOBAL CLOCK: time, day, week, mounth,
year. The corresponding functions give the current time,
the current day, the current week, etc.

Basic temporal contexts. We define two functions
before time and after time that applies to the set of
T ime and return a temporal context defined as follows:

• ∀org ∈ Org, ∀s ∈ S, ∀α ∈ A, ∀o ∈ O, ∀t ∈ T ime,

(Define(org, s, α, o, after time(t))
↔ time(GLOBAL CLOCK) ≥ t)

• ∀org ∈ Org, ∀s ∈ S, ∀α ∈ A, ∀o ∈ O, ∀t ∈ T ime,

(Define(org, s, α, o, before time(t))
↔ time(GLOBAL CLOCK) ≤ t)

We can similarly define two functionsbefore date and
after date that apply to the set ofDate and return a tem-
poral context. We also consider a functionon day that ap-
plies to the set ofDay and return a temporal context defined
as follows:

• ∀org ∈ Org, ∀s ∈ S, ∀α ∈ A, ∀o ∈ O, ∀d ∈ Day,

(Define(org, s, α, o, on day(d))

↔ day(GLOBAL CLOCK) = d)

Composed temporal context. Using the basic temporal
contexts, we can define more complex temporal contexts,
for instance:

• night = after time(23 : 00)⊕ before time(8 : 00)
• weekend = on day(saturday) ⊕ on day(sunday)
• working hours = after time(08 : 00) &
before time(19 : 00) & weekend

Notice that context definition actually depends on the
organization. For instance, in an organization where em-
ployees works on Saturday but not on Monday, context
working hours would be defined as follows:

• working hours =
after time(08 : 00) & before time(19 : 00) &
on day(sunday) & on day(monday)

Examples of permissions using temporal context.Let us
consider the following rule: “In hospitalH1, a physician is
permitted to consult the medical record data baseMRDB

during working hours”. This is expressed by the following
fact:

• Permission(H1, physician, consult, MRDB,

working hours)

Let us now assume that the rolecardiologist is also per-
mitted to consultMRDB on Sunday. This is expressed by
the following fact:

• Permission(H1, cardiologist, consult, MRDB,

working hours ⊕ on day(sunday))

If we assume thatcardiologist is a senior role of
physician, it would be actually sufficient to specify that
cardiologist is permitted to consultMRDB on Sunday,
since the permission in temporal contextworking hours

will be inherited fromphysician.

3.3. Spatial context

Principle. Knowing the location from where the user
makes the request can be useful to specify the access control
policy. For example an hospital manager may be granted
the right to read all employees’ payrolls. But he must read
those payrolls in his own office, and not anywhere else in
the company. It thus reduces the possibility of curious em-
ployees being able to read their colleague’s payrolls over
the manager’s shoulder. Spatial context is used to express
this kind of condition.

We can distinguish two different types of spatial context.
The physical spatial context and the logical spatial context.
The first one corresponds to the physical location of the
user, namely his office, a security area, a specific building,
the country, etc. The logical spatial context corresponds to
the “logical location” he stands in. For example, it can be
the computer, the network or the sub-network, the cell in
the case of radio communication such as in UMTS, etc.
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In some cases, physical and logical spatial contexts are
highly correlated. The network IP address from which a
user is connected probably corresponds to a specific physi-
cal place such as a department area. Note that due to the ex-
panding use of Global Position System (GPS) tools, it could
be possible to locate a user or a terminal independently of
the network.

If an organization allows its employee the use of Mobile
IP, it is necessary to take into account from which network a
request is emitted. A user will probably get reduced permis-
sions if he is connected from a customer’s office. Moreover
the development of wireless technologies such as Wi-Fi mo-
tivates this work. The security policy must make it possible
to take into account the fact that a user is connected through
a wire network, a wireless network, or on which Wi-Fi ac-
cess point he is attached.

Example of spatial contexts.Consider a companyC that
has a secured areaSA in which specific security require-
ments are enforced. For example, there is no possibility of
optical eavesdropping [19]. Users are allowed to consult
certain documents on their laptop only in this area. If a
given subnetwork address is allocated to this area, then the
IP address of the terminal that is making a request is enough
to locate it. ThusSA corresponds to the name of a specific
subnetwork. We consider that the subject entity has the at-
tributehost IP which provides the IP address of the termi-
nal on which a user is connected. The attributeIP range

is allocated to networks and subnetworks. In this example
the contextin secured area can be defined as follows:

• ∀s ∈ S, ∀α ∈ A, ∀o ∈ O,

Define(C, s, α, o, in secured area)
↔ host IP (s) ∈ IP range(SA)

A similar idea can be used in the case of Mobile IP. In
this case, the local agent must manage the network where
the mobile hosts are.

Let’s consider another example. In a wireless network,
some user is allowed to access a specific ressource from
everywhere but only with his own laptop. The attribute
booleanhost MAC is allocated to the entity user that in-
dicates if the MAC address of the the packet recieved is
really the MAC address of the user’s laptop. The context
on own laptop is then defined as follows:

• ∀s ∈ S, ∀α ∈ A, ∀o ∈ O,

Define(C, s, a, o, on own laptop) ↔ host MAC(s)

Notice that specific security mechanisms must be imple-
mented to prevent a malicious user to bypass access control
requirements by forging his own packets, and choosing the
appropriate IP address or MAC address. However, we shall
not further discuss these security issues in this paper.

3.4. User-declared context

Principle. In some circumstances, a subject according to
the role he plays in the organization may be allowed to de-
clare that he performs some activities in a given context.
When declaring a context, a subject will obtain some spe-
cific permissions and possibly also some obligations or pro-
hibitions. For instance, a subject playing the role medical
researcher may be permitted to declare that he or she is per-
forming an epidemiological analysis. By doing so, this sub-
ject will be permitted to have an access to some statistical
database.

In our approach, user declared contexts are modelled
as follows. We shall consider a view calledPurpose.
Objects belonging to the viewPurpose have an attribute
recipient. If p is an object belonging to the viewPurpose,
thenrecipient(p) represents the subject who takes advan-
tage of the declared purpose. Notice that it is possible to
consider sub-views of viewPurpose that may be associ-
ated with other specific attributes (see below for examples).
user- The access control policy can specify that some roles
are permitted to insert some objects in the viewPurpose.
Of course, the policy can also specify that the inserted ob-
jects must satisfy constraints, for instance conditions related
to the attributes of the objects. This is useful to specify that
a medical researcher is permitted to declare the epidemio-
logical analysis purpose but not another purpose.

By inserting an object in the viewPurpose, a subject
will declare that another subject will perform some activity
in a given context. Notice that in our model, there are two
subjects involved in the process of context declaration: the
subject who is declaring the context and the subject who
takes advantage of this declaration. The policy can spec-
ify that these two subjects must be identical. For instance,
in the above example, the medical researcher may be only
permitted to declare a context that applies to himself or her-
self. However, it is also possible that the policy specifies
that these two subjects may be different, provided that these
subjects satisfy some constraints. For instance, a physician
may be permitted to declare that his or her nurse will per-
form some activity in some given context. In this case, the
subjects are different but the declarant must be a physician
and the recipient must be the physician’s nurse.

The definition of a user-declared context has three parts:

1. Definition of the context associated with objects be-
longing to the viewPurpose

2. Specification of roles who are permitted to declare
some given purpose.

3. Specification of roles that are permitted to perform
some activities in the associated user-declared context.
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Notice that activation of a user-declared context is often
associated with provisional obligation (see section 3.6).

Example of user-declared context.Let us illustrate these
three steps though the following example: In a given hospi-
tal H1, a user playing the role “medical researcher” is per-
mitted to declare the context “epidemiological analysis”.In
this context, this user is permitted to have an access to some
statistical database.

We consider a sub-viewMedical research of view
Purpose. View Medical research has two attributes:
recipient (inherited from viewPurpose) andtopic. If p

is an object belonging to viewMedical research, then
topic(p) represents the topic associated with this medical
research (for instance, epidemiology, hemophilia, cancer,
etc.).

First step: We define a contextEpidemic analysis.
This context is associated with objects belonging to
sub-view Medical research having topic equal to
epidemiology. This is represented by the following rule:

• ∀s ∈ S, ∀α ∈ A, ∀o ∈ O,

Define(H1, s, α, o, Epidemic analysis) ↔
∃p, (use(H1, p, Medical research)∧

(recipient(p) = s)∧
(topic(p) = epidemiology))

that is, in hospitalH1, subjects performs actionα on
objecto in contextEpidemic analysis if there is an ob-
ject p belonging to viewMedical research havings as a
recipient andepidemiology as a topic.

Second step: We specify that subjects playing role
Medical researcher is permitted to declare the purpose
Medical research that applies to themselves:

• Permission(H1, Medical researcher, declare,

Medical research, My purpose)

In this Permission, declare is an activity and
My purpose is a context defined as follows:

• ∀s ∈ S, ∀α ∈ A, ∀o ∈ O,

Define(H1, s, α, o, My purpose) ↔
∃p, (use(H1, p, Purpose) ∧ (recipient(p) = s))

that is a subjects is in contextMy purpose if there is a
purposep havings as a recipient.

Third step: We specify that subjects playing
role Medical researcher are permitted to consult ob-
jects belonging to viewStatistic database in context
Epidemic analysis:

• Permission(H1, Medical researcher, consult,

Statistic database, Epidemic analysis)

Urgency as a user-declared context.Managing urgency
is an important requirement of medical applications. How-
ever, it is a complex problem to characterize the conditions
that, when satisfied, activate the urgency context. Actually,

we argue that it would not be possible to give an exhaus-
tive specification of such conditions. And even though this
would be possible, it would be quite difficult for the infor-
mation system to automatically check that one of these con-
ditions is satisfied because most of them actually depend on
the physician’s judgement.

This is why we suggest modelling urgency as a user-
declared context. Thus, we first define a sub-view
Urgent consultation of view Purpose. By inserting an
object in this view, a physician is allowed to declare that
he or she is consulting a given patient in urgency. View
Urgent consultation has two attributes:recipient (in-
herited from viewPurpose) anddeclared patient. If p

is an object belonging to viewUrgent consultation, then
declared patient(p) provides the name of the patient ad-
mitted in urgency.

Using viewUrgent consultation, the associated con-
textUrgency is defined as follows:

• ∀s ∈ S, ∀α ∈ A, ∀o ∈ O,

Define(H1, s, α, o, Urgency) ↔
∃p, (use(H1, p, Urgent consultation)∧

(recipient(p) = s)∧
(declared patient(p) = name(o)))

that is, in the organizationH1, subjects performs ac-
tion α on objecto in the contextUrgency if this subject
declared a purpose ofUrgent consultation ando is an ob-
ject related to the patient admitted in urgency.

We then assume that physicians are permitted to declare
that they are consulting a patient in urgency:

• Permission(H1, Physician, declare,

Urgent consultation, My purpose)

Finally, we have to specify the permission that applies
to a physician in a context ofUrgency. For instance, we
can consider that a physician is permitted to consult the pa-
tient’s medical record (even though this is not the attending
physician of this patient):

• Permission(H1, Physician, consult,

Medical record, Urgency)

3.5. Prerequisite context

Principle. In many cases, a permission (or an obligation or
a prohibition) is granted to a subject, but only if some spe-
cific constraints are satisfied. For instance, let us turn back
to the example presented in section 2.5. This example says
that a physician is permitted to consult the patient’s medi-
cal record. However, a specific constraint must be satisfied,
that is this record corresponds to the physician’s patient.

We assume that the information required to check this
constraint, namely the set of patients attended by each
physician, is stored into thesystem database. Thus, the
evaluation of such a constraint is done by querying the
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database. This kind of constraints are calledprerequisite
context.

Example of prerequisite context.Let us consider the fol-
lowing example: “A nurse is granted the permission to con-
sult a medical record in the context where the physician of
the corresponding patient is absent”. We consider the fol-
lowing function,status, that indicates the user’s status (for
instanceabsent).

The prerequisite contextabsent physician is expressed
as follows :

• ∀s ∈ S, ∀α ∈ A, ∀o ∈ O,

Define(H1, s, α, o, absent physician) ↔
(Use(H1, o, Medical record)∧
¬∃s′ ∈ S, (Empower(H1, s′, physician)∧

name(o) ∈ patient(s′) ∧ status(s′) 6= absent))

that is subjects performs actionα on objecto if o is a
medical record of some patient and there is no subjects′

such thats′ is the attending physician of this patient ands′

is not absent.
Notice that we decide to define the context

absent physician as a prerequisite context, that is it
is evaluated by querying the database to check if the
attending physicians of a given patient are absent. This will
be possible if the database actually stores such information.

If this is not the case, then another possibility would be
to define the contextabsent physician as a user-declared
context. For instance, the nurse may be permitted to declare
this context for a given patient. Of course, the two policies
will not be identical since, in this second case, the nurse will
be responsible for declaring the contextabsent physician.

This means that the fact that a given context will be de-
fined as a prerequisite context or as a user-declared context
strongly depends on the data stored in the system database.

3.6. Provisional context

Principle. The notion of provisionalobligationwas first in-
troduced in [18, 15]. A provisional obligation is an obliga-
tion to perform some action that applies when some subject
performs another action, generally in a given context (typ-
ically when the context is user-declared). In this case, the
provisional obligation is automatically “fired” as a counter-
part of the action performed by the subject.

We suggest modelling this notion using another type of
context called provisional context. For this purpose, we
shall first assume that the information system manages a
log, that stores data about previous activity of users in the
system. This is modelled by a view calledLog. Object
belonging to viewLog have six attributes:actor, action,
target, activity, context anddate that respectively rep-
resents the subject (actor) who is performing an action
(action) on an object (target) within an activity (activity)

in a context (context) at a given date (date).

Example of provisional context. To illustrate the ap-
proach, let us show how to model the following rule: “In the
hospitalH1, if a physician consult a given patient’s medical
record in a context of urgency, then this physician has a pro-
visional obligation to send a medical report to the attending
physician of this patient”.

To model this rule, we first define a provisional context
calledUrgent activity as follows:

• ∀s ∈ S, ∀α ∈ A, ∀o ∈ O,

(Define(H1, s, α, o, Urgent activity) ↔
∃l, (Use(H1, l, Log)∧ (actor(l) = s)∧
(activity(l) = consult) ∧ (context(l) = Urgency))

that is, inH1, subjects performs actionα on objecto in
provisional contextUrgent activity if an activity consult

was logged in viewLog in a context ofUrgency with sub-
jects as an actor.

We then define a viewMedical report having three
attributes: addressee (the subject who is supposed to
receive the report),patient (the patient concerned by
the report) andcontent (the content of this medical
report). Based on this view, we define a sub-view
Med report to attending physician as follows:

• ∀o ∈ O,

Use(H1, o, Med report to attending physician) ↔
(Use(H1, o, Medical report)

∧patient(o) ∈ patient(addressee(o)))

Using this provisional context and this view, we can then
specify that a physician has a provisional obligation to send
a medical report to the attending physician of this patient:

• Obligation(H1, Physician, send,

Med report to attending physician, Urgent activity)

Other applications of provisional context. In [18], the
authors consider two different types of provisional obliga-
tion: obligations that are firedafterexecuting a given action
(see the example in the previous section) and obligation that
must be fulfilledbeforeexecuting a given action.

Let us call “before obligation” the second type of provi-
sional obligation and let us assume that a before obligation
o1 must be fulfilled before a permissionp1 is granted. In
our approach, before obligationo1 is actually modelled as a
permission. If a given user performs the action correspond-
ing to this permission, then a given provisional context is
activated. In this provisional context, the (provisional)per-
missionp1 will be granted.

The advantage of this approach is that we only need to
check (past) historical data to define provisional context.
Notice also that a permission may be viewed as provisional
(and not only an obligation). In the future, we plan to ap-
ply this notion of provisional permission toworkflow ac-
cess control. This will be useful to model that, in a work-
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flow, permissions are granted as the user advances in a given
task.

4. Related work

Several approaches have been proposed to model context
management in access control and security policies. As we
have seen earlier, the context makes it possible to express
different kinds of constraint.

In the RBAC family models [21], RBAC2 introduces
the notion of constraints that control user-role assignment,
permission-role assignment and session-role assignment
constraints. Thus, RBAC2 makes it potentially possible to
establish security rules that depend on certain context infor-
mation. Even though the constraints are not modelled in the
initial RBAC model, some work have been done to formal-
ize them [1, 2].

The contexts which are most obvious and most easily
correspond to spatiotemporal information. [6] offers to
broaden the role concept to the security requests environ-
ment. In the generalized model [7], the environment con-
text is specified through a new type of role called theenvi-
ronment role. It is thus possible to express the constraints
which are related to time intervals and trusted locations.
Moreover the environment role hierarchy makes the contex-
tual information management easier. In [4], the authors pro-
pose another extension of the RBAC model, called Tempo-
ral Role-Based Access Control (TRBAC). This work does
not aim to express temporal conditions over the time of the
action corresponding to the security request but offer means
to activate roles periodically or thanks to a trigger. The con-
cept of purpose was also suggested in several privacy model
for instance the Privacy Model [9].

In most works related to context, the context corresponds
to the ongoing activity in which the permissions are re-
quested. In this case, controlling the workflow makes it pos-
sible to ”filter” the privileges granted to users. [11, 10] pro-
vide a model based on TMAC, called C-TMAC, in which
users obtain permissions according to their role and the
team in which they are involved. A context which defines
the time, the location, etc, is associated to the team. These
attributes are used to reduce permissions granted to each
role. This model is particularly adapted to collaborative en-
vironments.

Through C-TMAC, contexts are used to take into ac-
count the need-to-know requirement, and the notion of just-
in-time permission activation. A great number of works
such as [14] are based on this idea.

The expression of a workflow environment through the
context can also be considered as a means to respond to
the least privilege principle. The option of expressing con-
texts is useful in the case of business and transaction activ-
ities. In such areas, the access control decision depends on
specific sequences of events. For instance, [5] describes a

context-sensitive access control model in which the rights
are granted according to the actual task. The multiple tasks
are defined in a global process. The context is activated
through reference to this process definition.

If an access control model must allow the expression of
contexts, it is also important to be able to evaluate this con-
text. [14] shows how to apply a context-dependent access
control mechanism on a commercial platform. Through
the Antigone Condition Framework (ACF), [20] provides
means to specify, implement and evaluate the context which
is viewed as a set of external conditions.

These different models make it possible to capture in-
formation related to time, or to the user location, or to the
team to which the user belong, or to the current workflow,
etc. Even though these models are useful, they do not pro-
vide means to express a large number of different contexts
within a single framework. It was precisely our objective in
this paper.

5. Conclusion

In this paper, we present a model that includes an explicit
expression of context and show how to use it to specify dy-
namic and flexible access control rules. We suggest a tax-
onomy of different types of context and model them in the
Or-BAC model. Starting from elementary contexts, we also
define conjunctive, disjunctive and negative contexts.

To control activation of a given context, the information
system must store different data: temporal data to manage
temporal context, user environment and system architec-
ture representation for spatial context, and application data
stored in the information base to define prerequisite context.

We also show that it is sometimes not possible to ex-
press all the possible conditions required to activate some
contexts. For instance, if we consider the medical context
of urgency, there are many different possibilities so that it
is actually impossible to provide an exhaustive definition of
such a context. In this case, we suggest defining the urgency
context as auser-declaredcontext: this is the responsibility
of some authorized user to declare that this context is acti-
vated.

Thus, to activate a user-declared context, the user must
be authorized to declare some objective (or purpose) of his
or her activity. This is modelled by views, a given user-
declared context being activated by inserting a given object
in this view.

Finally, we define provisional context. This is used to
model permissions, obligations or prohibitions that depend
on previous actions performed by the user. To control acti-
vation of provisional context, the information system must
store historical data of what happens in the system. In-
formation systems generally provide such historical data
through audit trail. Provisional obligation was already sug-
gested in previous research work. Provisional permission
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may be also useful to model situations where users obtain
permissions as their work proceeds. Similarly, provisional
prohibition is another useful context to model situations
where the user’s previous activity leads to prohibition.

There were several other proposals to model contexts
within an access control model but this is the first time that
all the different contexts are expressed within a unique ho-
mogeneous framework. We are currently further investigat-
ing the notion of provisional context, in particular to model
management of rights in workflow system. We are also ap-
plying this model in the framework of relational database
administration.
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